65th GENERAL CONFERENCE, 20 – 24 September 2021

OVERVIEW PLAN

Austria Center Vienna

M building
PLENARY
Meeting facilities and offices

B building
IAEA SECRETARIAT

A building
IAEA SECRETARIAT

C building
Committee of the Whole, INSAG Forum, Member States’ Exhibitions, Senior Regulators’ Meeting, and other Side Events.

BANKS & POST OFFICE

F building
COMMISARY
VIC MEDICAL SERVICES
VIC CAFETERIA & RESTAURANT

GATE 1
REGISTRATION

GATE 2

GATE 3

GATE 4

GATE 5

Opening hours of Gates
Gate 1: 00:00 – 24:00
Gate 2: 07:30 – 19:00
Gate 3: 12:00 – 19:30
Gate 4: 00:00 – 24:00
Gate 5: 06:00 – 12:00

Connecting door
M Building to/from Austria Center Vienna
08:00 – 1 hour after end of meetings

VIC PLAZA
FOUNTAIN

VIC MEDICAL SERVICES
VIC CAFETERIA & RESTAURANT

GATE 3
Connecting door
M Building to/from Austria Center Vienna
08:00 – 1 hour after end of meetings

Opening hours of Gates
Gate 1: 00:00 – 24:00
Gate 2: 07:30 – 19:00
Gate 3: 12:00 – 19:30
Gate 4: 00:00 – 24:00
Gate 5: 06:00 – 12:00

Connecting door
M Building to/from Austria Center Vienna
08:00 – 1 hour after end of meetings
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